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The present generation, beginning p0rhups 25 y~~rs 

ago, has often been referred to as a generation of 

revolution. Certainly one of the most subtle yet 

pervasive of these in its effect on American culture 

is the rapidly increasing sophistication and economical 

use of automatic large-scale information processing 

systems-commonly called the "computer revolution". 

However, the large capital ex~enditures required to 

make such systems operational, the limited memory 

capacities of economical machines, and the levels of 

special expertese required of system designers and (in 

too many cases) of non-technical would-be users (students, 

clerks, und businessmen), strongly biased the use of 

computers during the 50's and early 60's toward solution 

of tedious numerical problems in science and engineering 

as well as the bookkeeping chores of business. fhese 

vrnre activities for r1hich there we::::-e suitably explicit 

procedures, a high proi.lise of pay-off in either fresh 

knowledge or a savings in labor costs,and adequate 

financial backing. 

Durinc the 5C's and earl;'/ 60's there also were 

linguists such as ~ellig i{arris v1ho tried to develop 

explicit linguistic theories to the degree that even 

problcus a;,,, difficult aL translation and library 

cataloginc; could ;Je 11 put on the machine II and done 

autouaticly. ..:~l thou h an amazing amount of money was 

spent; these t;.ttemyt s r,ei·e largely unsuccessful for 

natural lanL;uage. Iionever, the computer's requirements 
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of explicitness did hel1, to motivate, or at least 

condition, far-re .... ching theoretical developments in 

context-free, transformational, and stratific~tional 

grammar, nhich in turn are being used in trying to 

develop suitably expressive but highly formal languages 

for man-machine communication. 'ihuse 111ore mundane 

tools may v1ell serve man's needs in language infor

mation processing better than could any direct attempt 

at whole-hog 11 com1JUterization of language 11 • 

l'aul Garvin (1S62; 385) mentions three ways that 

computer systems might participate in linguistic 

research: 1) as a kind of "bookkeeper" of linguistic 

facts such as meanings and coocurrences of morphs, 

2) as a "user" of linguistic theory for such ends as 

mechanical translation and information retrieval, and 

3) as a "user" of linguistic methodology to ,·,ork out 

theoretical results. I know of no successful projects 

at all of the third kind, and although there have been 

many interesting results in tlle second of Garvin's 

three areas, I know of only a few carefully constrained 

information retrieval systems (such as Dow Chemical's 

chemical library system) which are clearly preferable 

to non-theoretically based, less costly counterparts. 

'i'lle coi.lputer as a kind of short-sighted but fast, 

reliable bo·ol<:keeper has enjoyed a much greater success 

than it has .. in either of the other two of Garvin r·s 

roles. \lord counts for stylistic and content analysis, 
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machine aids for compiling dictionaries and word lists, 

automated concordance projects, and non-theoretically 

based information retrieval systems (such as the 

Educational Resource Information Center system) have - - - -
saved researchers large amounts of time and money as 

well as providing an otherwise virtually unattainable 

degree of exhaustiveness and reliability. 

Uost computer systems processing natural language 

texts have been designed with specific short-term goals 

of a researcher in mind. A field linguist, however, 

needs a varity of information presented in a compact 

orderly ,vay that will continue to be useful as his 

attention shifts among the various aspects of the 

language being described. Concordance projects such 

as the one supervised by Joseph E. Grimes and Archie 

d. Kahan of SIL and the University of Oklahoma he search 

Institute respectively provide a valuable service to 

linguists needing to quickly check all the environments 

in \'lhich various vrnrds and morphemes occur. However, 

Grimes' and Kahan's system does not seem to be intended 

to display semantic and the subtler grammatical aspects 

of the texts it processes as well as it shows cooccur

rences of words and morphs. 

Quoting Garvin (.1962; 385,6) 

"ihe purpose of language data collection 
is to collect linguistic data in a systematic 
way in order to make them available for con
venient inspection by the researcher. rhe 
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most common form of this is the compilation 
of concordances. .iithout extensive syntactic 
processing of the text, concordances are 
limited to the inclusion, together with the 
word of intere3t, of a specified number of 
additional words to the left or right in the 
immediate neighborhood, or of all the words 
reaching in both directions from the given 
word to a particular punctuation mark. The 
usefulness of concordances is unquestioned, 
but frm1 the researcher's stand1:.ioint they 
constitute no more than an organized file of 
raw data. 

"A form of language data collection 
which does :more data processing for the 
linguistic 1:esearcher than a concordance is 
the autoaatic comj_.ilation of dictionaries 
from texts with interlinear translation. 
i'his is a com1Juter application vrhich to my 
kno·wledge has not yet been tried, but which 
it v:ould be relatively simple to implement 
from a programming standpoint. It consists 
in effect of not dUCh else than the alphabet
izing of every form of the original text 
together ,·,i th the interlinear translation 
that goes with it. 1.ssuming that the origin
al has been consistently transcribed, there 
,-,ill now be an alphabetic file of the words 
of the text, and the researcher will be 
limited to essentially two tasks: 1) to 
decide how many of the alphabetized words 
will be part of the same lexical unit and 
therefore included in the same dictionary 
entry, and wi1at is to be chosen as the canon
ical form into dictionary definitions. It 
is clear that this is merely the beginning 
of lexicographic work, if more than a simple 
word list is intended. For more exGensive 
lexicographic efforts, it might be possible 
to co:.1bine the lJrogram sugr;ested above with 
a concordance program where the researcher 
can use the output to ex~and this dictionary 
entries b,. the information contained in the 
concordance. 

It is imi.ior-tant in this connection to 
consider what are the prerequisites for such 
a computer apylication. J~o be possible at 
all, language data collection requires a 
text segmented into words or other units 
equi val··- nt to words. £his means in e.ffect 
that the automatic proc·3ssing of (say) 
medieval manuscri1-1ts without indication of 
word boundaries vresupposes at least enough 
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pre-editing to insert word boundaries and 
punctuation. Needless to say, the processing 
of text recorded fro., nonli terate languages 
has to meet the same requirement:.:,. In addi
tion, the problem of consistency arises with 
utmost severity in both cases. 

A few years after Garvin's article appea:r;-ed, Lamb 

RGould (1964) published some results of their experi

mentation ,Iith computer-generated concordances. £heir 

boo~~ itself has 11ot been available to me to date, but a 

review by Li-rimes (1~65) desc1ibes it in terms that 

suggest to ,.1e that they may have been influenced by 

Garvin's comments quoted above. £heir system reads 

cards on which strings of words from a text have been 

keypunched and, ,!i th them, other cards on v,hich parallel 

strings of word-glosses have been keypunched, and it 

prints out a concordance, each word shown in its contexts, 

with interlinear word glosses so that a linguistic 

investigator is enabled, not only to make use of the 

concordance's cooccurrence information more readily, 

but also to observe the kind of consistencies found 

among his 1~1eaning hypotheses in varying contexts. £hus 

Lamb t Gould's sys·tem r,ould seem to provide an impor

tant aid for bilingual dictionary construction. Unfor-·· 

tunately, it is not clear whether their system is 

currently ~vailable to field workers and, if so, on 

what terms. 

It seems to this writer that there are missing 

from the systems mentioned above at least four features 

that would be desirable and feasible in a concordance 
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system for field lin[;u.ists. i}'irst, it would be desir

able to provide 1;iore contextual data; often the context 

conditioninG the occurrence of a word extends for twenty 

or more vord pocitions. (Consider the use of tue ~ord 

11 they ·• in the ::;ec ond sentence of the preceding para

graph.) 3econd, it is apt to be desirable Go decrease 

the volu .. i.:~ of printout 0enerated since both computer 

tL.ie and shi:._;1,in:., can be costly. In the systel.lls men

tioned above clle aver .... ge word-occurrence is reprinted 

in a separate line souenhere once for each 01. the word 

positions in an avera0e line. thus, if on the average 

there uere twelve vords (including context) shoun on a 

line in a concorc'i .... nce, the1·e '.:ould be t\!elve other 

lines in the concordance also showing it for that one 

occur.:. ence. 1.1hat means twelve times as much printing 

time besides the increased time to sort the data into 

t~e ~roper order. 

J!hird, c..ny system allowing simple changes to be 

made simply certainly has an .... dv, ntage over one pre-

sup.:.;Osing pure d&ta to begin with. ot only clerical 

errors, but erro1·s of linguistic judgement can serious

ly clutter up dict.ionaries and concordances long after 

they c.re discovered if making corrections seems to 

challenge the :i.·esec:~rcher' s technical eXiJertese in an 

area peripheral to his 1.1ain objectives. On the other 

hand, r,hen changes to the te:(t data can be made easily 

and natur~lly, using a computer concord~nce system may 
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help sharpen an early analysis uithout arousing fears 

that an initial error rate of h)~-~would require a 

virtual re-do of the nhole input. 

Fourth, a system of computer programs that is not 

cloGely tied to one specific type of com~uting machin

ery is likely to be useful to more people in more 

situations, even though perhapo less efficient than a 

system of comvuter programs tailored to a specific 

installation of computing hardware. . .. t least for a 

decentralized, international, low capital-bLse organiza

tion like SIL, the benefits in fle:-:ibility uould be 

ex:i,>ected to far outueigh any increc1.sed costs in computer 

time. Of the many 11111achine independant programming 

languages" FU.:•.i'.R,.~iJ and CO.i..>01 are in rtidest use. :Since 

i-'°10.::.i' __ .lT is designed primarily for numerical problems 

and COBOL /or handling large collections of data in a 

variety of forrnats, C1.dUJ.1 seems tiie logical choice for 

the 1ilanc;u2~e ;, in which our liberated computer system 

is to be fori.mlc::.ted. .:.nd finally, the linguist may 

·. ish to indicc:.:te more word struc l;ure than just vrord 

end morpherae boundaiies. ~~e may also uis11 all forms of 

specific tyves to be grou~ed together in his concor

d~nce or dictionary. 

ihe f'oreGoin._; five benefits, along uith certain 

features oi lrrimes & ~~ahan' s and :uamb & Gould's con

cordance systems, have been incorporated by this author 

into a system of computer r,roGrams now well along in 
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development. fhe result is technically far from revol

utionary, but ho~efully it may have some part in bring

ing a private revolution to some now-illiterate tribes

men because of the vision of Richa:cd S. I·i ttman who 

suggested several of its salient features, and de

scribed its·potential usefullness. 

I call this system the Text Morphology Display 

System. It produces an inter-linearly translated 

text prin~out and a morpheme concordance-dictionary 

from morph.data cards and text note cards (described 

below) which have been prepared by the linguist. fhe 

concordance-dictionary does not directly show contexts, 

but rather lists index numbers (the morph-card sequence 

numbers) which uniquely identify each morph-occurrence 

in the te:-:t. Bi ther the text display or the concor

dance-dictionary is available separately, but when 

used together each can make the other more useful. 

For example, ·when varticular morphs in particular 

contexts are being studied (from the text display 

printed by the system), the linguist is apt to be 

helved by noting the varity of meanings (und cognates) 

assigned to them in other contexts as shown by the 

concordance-dictionary. Likewise, when studying 

apparantly related forms with the use of the concor

dance-dictionary, information concerning their dis

tribution may be gained by comparing their contexts 

as shown in the text at each usage location mentioned 

in the concordance-dictionary. It seems that in 
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many languages linguistic distinctiveness of a morph 

is shown more strongly in its beginning segments than 

in its final segments (H.. S. }ittman, conversation). 

·.rhus the sort programs associated with the Text Mor

phology ~ystem are normally set up to sort in the 

usual left-to-right "alphabetical II style. If a 

linguist wi·shing to use this system finds that dis

tinctiveness in his language normally increases from 

left to right instead, he may want to ask for the 

corresponding change in the sorting technique used 

for making the concordance-dictionary. ihis is often 

an easily made change, but depends on the particular 

installation v,here the programs are to be run. 

Data ente:cs the Text Morphology Display System 

by means of standard 80-column "IBM" data processing 

cards keypunched in either the morph-data format or 

the text-note format. hlorph-data cards are the basic 

units of the system giving location, morph spelling, 

cognate, and gloss for each individual morph occurr

ence. Text notes are primarily intended for giving 

sentence glosses. \/hen the cards are read by the 

computer, they are arranged into the order in which 

they are to occur in the text display and then are 

merged vii th similar text data stored on magnetic tape 

from a previous computer run. Each card entering the 

system needs a sequence number to specify its position 

in the text display as well as to make future correc-
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tions and merging of text data possible. The linguist 

may keypunch a sequence number into columns 1-8 of a 

card, or he may leave columns 1-7 blank, in which case 

the computer will provide a sequence mumber by adding 

00000oz to the value contained in columns 1-7 of the 

previous card. If column,8 is blank, zero will be 

substituted; otherwise column 8 will not be changed. 

Column 8 serves not only as a part of the sequence 

number; it also signals whether the card is in the 

morph-data or the text-nc~e format. If column 8 is 

punched numeric or left blank, it will be considered 

a morph-data card, otherwise a text-note card. 

l.lorph data cards provide columns 9-24 to spell 

out the morphs, columns 25-40 for a cognate, and 

columns 41-80 for glosses and other grammatical data. 

rwo successive blanks nithin any of these groups of 

columns terminates the data of that kind to be shown 

in the text display. All morph-card data, however, 

will appear in the concordance dictionary. Text-note 

cards appear only in the text display and there as 

simple card images~ All 80 columns are printed in a 

line betvrnen the constructed lines of preceding and 

follor,ing morph-card data. 

ihe Text Mb:r?phology Display System provides the 

entire text as context to each morph occurrence. 

The volume of printout is very lo~ for the number of 

forms cited since in the text display each morph 

takes up only a fraction of a line and no more than 
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one line in the concordance-dictionary. Frequently 

occurring forms with identical morph spelling, cognate, 

and gloss data are cited four per line in the concor

dance-dictionary. 

Changes to wrong data can be made by submitting 

cards y,i th sequence numbers which match those of the 

erroneous ones. On such correction cards only data 

of the type to be changed must be repeated. The other 

kinds should be left blank. If on the card whose 

sequence number is 10014800 there is some mistake in 

the cognate data, v1hich let us say should be SYAL, 

the correction card will contain: 

column 1 column 25 
I ! 

'ioo14soo)S)S)S)S)S)S)S)S)S)S)S)S)S)S)S)SiYAL)S)S)S. • • ()S here marks a 

blank space on a card) If the information on Morph 

data card (say) 1001480L needs simply to be removed, 
'Jl"L,fl,G 

that may be done by submitti~g 1001480L*D*A*T*B*)S)S)S ••• 

To merge in new data, simply submit cards with the 

ne,., data and assign their sequence numbers uniformly 

throughout the interval into which the cards are to 

go. It is imyortant to initially ~ssign sequence 

numbers far enough apart so that insertions can be 

made easily. That is why system-assigned sequence 

numbers are separated by an interval of 20. 

The ·:rext l.Iorphology Display System is written 

almost entirely in the COBOL computer programming 

language. :::ipecial attention Has paid to using as 
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standard a subset of COBOL as possible. In addition 

special routines were employed to allow the system to 

work at computer installations whose COBOL language 

does not allow as direct access to individual charac

ters in its memory as it does to some larger units 

(i.e. indexing only on "words"). 

And finally, the Text Morphology Display System 

provides for linking morphs and their corresponding 

data together into word-like groupings under the con

trol of the morph boundary punctuation. The following 

table illustrates the rules by which boundary punc

tuation controls word grouping. 

Current Morph Begins Hith 
C - + # other ---Previous) Start New 'Concatenate Start New 

Morph _Vo.!'._g_g.rqup i:iorph~ \lord Group 
Concatenate Concatenate Concatenate 

Ended - + # Morphs lVIorphs Morphs ___ _ 
Start New Concatenate I Start New 

With other '.lord Group i'ilorphs i \lord Group 
------· - ~-·-··-···-- .. --------·------·· 

ihe linguist may use+-# in any way he sees fit. 

They are simply connectors to the system. Space is 

considered to be a word delimiter, and parentheses as 

framing stems. If two stems are to be shown in the 

same word, the first stem may be given as (FIRSTSTElVI)-. 

fhe user should note that morph-initial punc

tuation uill group together certain types of morphs 

alphabeticly within the class indicated by the initial 

punctuation. 
James D • .Ashworth 
2005 Hyde Ave. 
Lacrosse, ~/i. 54601 
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.rhe following page contains a system flow chart 

for the .rext 1:Iorphology Display System. Such charts 

are intended to depict the flow of materials and in

formation as v,ell as the general processes they under

go in an information processing system. 

Processes are described within rectangles, trap

ezoitls, and rectangles with rounded ends • 

.A triangle with downward apex is used to desig

nate a place for long-term information storage. 

The other closed figures designate media for in

formation processing. 

Directed lines show information and material 

flow from step to step. 

"Scratch" as in 11 scratch tape" and 11 online 

scratch storage" indicates a computer-oriented storage 

medium that the system may use for temporary informa

tion storage without danger of destroying significant 

information previously recorded there. 
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